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Re-visiting  “OKAY KEITH” IN 1978, OKAY BOOMER 2020 UBER ALLES! 

TRIGGER WARNING 

 

“We 

shrink, for very shame, from treating of the 

subject of 

boys.” 

  

(Baha'u'llah, The Kitab-i-Aqdas, p. 58)   
 

QUOTE FROM BAHAI WRITINGS: “ The gentle teacher promoteth the children of the 

school to the lofty altitude and the bestowal of the trainer placeth the little child upon the 

throne of ether. Therefore, it is demonstrated and proven that minds are different in the 

original entity or nature, and that education commandeth a decided and great influence. 

Were there no educator, all souls would remain savage, and were it not for the teacher, the 

children would be ignorant creatures. 

It is for this reason that, in this New Cycle, education and training are recorded in the Book 

of God as obligatory and not voluntary. That is, it is enjoined upon the father and mother, 

as a duty, to strive with all effort to train the daughter and the son, to nurse them from the 

breast of knowledge and to rear them in the bosom of sciences and arts. Should they neglect 

this matter, they shall be held responsible and worthy of reproach in the presence of the 

stern Lord. 

This is a sin unpardonable, for they have made that poor babe a wanderer in the Sahara of 

ignorance, unfortunate and tormented; to remain during a lifetime a captive of ignorance 

and pride, negligent and without discernment. Verily, if that babe depart from this world at 

the age of infancy, it is sweeter and better. In this sense, death is better than life; 

deprivation than salvation; non-existence lovelier than existence; the grave better than the 

palace; and the narrow, dingy tomb better than the spacious, regal home; for in the sight of 

mankind that child is abased and degraded and in the sight of God weak and defective. In 

gatherings it is ashamed and humiliated and in the arena of examination subdued and 

defeated by young and old. What a mistake is this! What an everlasting humiliation! 
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 (Abdu'l-Baha, Baha'i World Faith - Abdu'l-Baha Section, p. 398)”  

Woe to the wicked sick psychopath / criminally negligent 

parents and their deranged black sheep / golden child injustice 

programming trauma mind control done to their own children, 

because they unconsciously hate their children, all who will all grow 

up to remember and account for your sick wicked ways as the 

complete pedophile enabling derelict narcissistic dipshit dumbfucks 

you all are . . . .and account for each and every one of your disgusting transgressions against 

children’s rights.  Your cruelty will never be forgotten.  If there is any shred of sympathy I maintain 

towards Krampus or any one who becomes a pedophile its that he was the Black sheep totally left alone 

by his Parents with pedophile babysitters who programmed him to in turn abuse vulnerable children 

probably at least as bad as David Shurter has confided to doing.   

The very fact that I mention David Shurter desperately trying to redeem himself for his owns sins 

and sickness as Krampus’s peer (David is only a month older than Krampus), . . .its because I totally 

remember Krampus’s mother (Alice Moore)  and her depraved dingbat psychopathic complacent butt 

ugly morbidly sick contorted face (like Greta Thunrberg’s)  with the gall to whine to Krampus about the 

miserable poor persecuted Iranian Bahais, and passing around Hand of the Cause Bill Sears’s book “A 

Cry From the Heart” like it was sacred texts, when the Bahai Persian Immigrants I met always had posh 

opulent homes in the Affluent hills of Lake Oswego, West Linn, & and Portland.  I am not trying to be 

racist, but there was obvious tensions that like most all immigrants who survive, there is a shrewd well 

organized clannish segregated defensive sstrategy to live as a cohesive ethnic group.  They were a 

survivors and Refugees of a Sick fucking society.   

There’s  a certain elation to proclaim the Islamic extremist Iran is no less sick than right here in 

the USA.   Rampant gay pedophilia goes on in Iran and  Afghanistan.  This gay pedophilia is all well 

documented as  ”Bachi Bazi” “dancing boys”.  Why wouldn’t there be at least as many little boy child 

molestors of Iran there as there are in the USA?.  It is difficult to see these revered people from the land 

of Baha’u’llah as much different from their Islamic boy buggering Howling towel  heads in their Islamic 

stockholm syndrome from such culture for being so far away from the abuse that happened to me in the 

USA.   

Words cannot describe how in better circumstances of a true loving Bahai Community instead of 

the disgraceful debauchery and  dumbfuckery of weird Narcissistic Babyboomer psychopaths #fakebahais 

had I been way better at ease to socialize and interact with people with these Bahai phrases as “Chaste 

and Holy”  “Happy and Joyful Being”  .  

 

 

TIMELINE Between Age 0 and 19 : FYI 

  

 1971 BORN 15TH September 1971 12:00 Noon Bluffton, Ohio Bluffton Hospital  

imposed the birth name Carl Matthew Lehman 

 1972 PARENTS MARRIED and had Shotgun Wedding April 1972 

  

 1975 13th of May 1975 in the Morning (My Brother was born)  
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 1977 Late Summer 1977 Family migrated from Bluffton, Ohio to   Portland, 

Oregon  metropolitan area  

 1980 PARENTS DIVORCED for the first time around 1980.  

 between 1977 and 1982 Victim of at least 7 or 8 incidents of child 

molestations by the likes of Keith Ronald Moore and Matthew Gordon Field 

( between 1977 and 1982 ) 

 1981 and 1984  LIVED WITH MOM AND my BROTHER IN MILWAUKIE BETWEEN 

1981 and 1984  and visited FATHER on Weekends 

 HISTORY – 1980 John Lennon was killed that December and my Parents were in 

the midst of their 1st major arguments toward divorce.  1981 that Winter was 

when Reagan survived an Assassination attempt (My Grade School Teacher’s 

name was Miss Cope at Harmony Grade School on Harmony Road (now defunct) 

 HISTORY-  1981 – Robert Tweet Drowned and died  I remember his open casket 

funeral.  That same Summer I’d bike to Clackamas Town Center to play on their 

video games.  

 AUTUMN OF 1981 MOVED TO APARTMENTS near Milwaukie, Elementary school  

Miss Gianetti’s Class.  I was in the 4th Grade.  Scott Pigg was like my weird buddy.  

 1982 should be around when Matt Molested me (but I remember there were 

also several bizarre moments earlier.  

 1984 I lived at Doug & Carol Haines’s home  Summer  of 1984 (Mulino, Oregon  

 Clackamas County) they have 2 children close to my age  Scott Clifford Haines 

(d.o.b. ~03-13-1972 ) Kevin Maxwell Haines (d.o.b. 02-18- 1969 ) 

 1984 Autumn I moved to adopted parents Donald and Linda Wind’s Home 

(Sellwood neighborhood of Portland, Oregon in late Summer 1984)  (the have 2 

children Sundari d.o.b. ~ 01-07-1973 & Vimal d.o.b. 09-17-1970)  

 

 1985 Spring my Father’s Home (experienced the hellworld of being an awkward 

kid in a all sorts of unspeakable hazing and bullying at Sherwood Middle School  

 

 1986 Summer (Carol and Doug Haines’s home (they have 2 children close to my 

age  Scott & Kevin  

 1988 Summer (went to Ohio to live at Grandparents) 

 1988 PARENTS REMARRIED TO EACH OTHER 

returned to Milwaukie (Swain Road) 

 1990 Graduated Rex Putnam H.S. CLASS OF 1990 

 

 1990 25TH OF AUGUST through 1991 JULY    Haifa year of Service at Bahai World 

Centre Gardens’ department 

 

 1991 PARENTS RE-DIVORCED EACH OTHER 

 

 1991 July returned from Haifa 
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 1991 – 1995 Completed most of a 4 year degree at Oregon State Univiversity 

of Forest Management pursuing a carrot being dangled for earning them 

academic credentials 

 

 2004 finally competed B.S. Degree in Forest Management 

 

A community where child abuse is ignored ? quite a way to be “raised”.  

 

 

 

Alice Moore: aka  Krampus’s Mom  
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"OKAY KEITH" 

"OKAY KEITH" Were MY 

FATHER'S (John C. Lehman D.O.B. 30th November 1949)  INFAMOUS 2 WORDS TO ME around 1978 . 

(Referring to me as though I was Keith Ronald Moore d.o.b. 01-04-1967 A.K.A. Krampus ).  My father 

said that shortly  After several "Bahai Meetings" at the household of Alice and Dean Moore in Milwaukie 

Oregon in 1978 (the same House that Stephen and Ann Blair lived at well into the 2000's).   THOSE 
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INFAMOUS 2 WORDS WERE SAID TO ME WERE ON THE EVE of me being subjected AND victim to THE 

pedophile grooming by the likes of Keith R. Moore.  I was a 6 year old boy almost 7 years old , a helpless 

child with an undeveloped fragile mind.   The underdeveloped child (me) followed Keith (a.k.a Krampus) 

because my underdeveloped child mind at the time had thought Keith (a.k.a. Krampus)  was a protective 

older bodyguard  against cruel incidents of bullies at public schools and other encounters with predator 

older children (such as what happened in Ka-neet-ah and Warm Springs when bigger Indian kids nearly 

pushed me off a a steep hillside) And (also what happened at a Bahai meeting in Portland where Scott 

Haines was somewhat of a witness too AND a Lady named Angela Bacci had certain amount of 

complicity).  

Keith  (about age 11 through 16 (1978 through 1983) was allowed to spend a lot of time alone with me 

at ages (6 through 10) and I was allowed to spend a lot of time alone with Keith.   

 

 As I was a young child between 6-10 the pedophile grooming inflicted by KRAMPUS was a gradual 

escalation  

from innocent trips  to the convenient store (7-Eleven Convenient Store 7800 S.E. Lake Road Milwaukie, 

Oregon)  and  shopping malls 

for candy, toys, collectibles(like comic books and star wars trading cars and video games)  

to toilet humor, exhibition, slowly propositioning, and eventual sexual abuse upon me.  
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My parents and his parents were determined to abandon me to him as he was  previously abandoned by 

his own parents to pedophile babysitters who groomed him to normalize pedophilia onto others.   I was 

abandoned with Keith who has all the likes of a Krampus for his pedophile predilections HE did to me.  

 

I HAVE MADE MANY REPORTS to MANY SOCIAL WORKERS and LAW ENFORCEMENT 

about the Method Operandi of 1 Keith Ronald Moore (date of birth 4th of January 1967) and discovered 

his facebook page photo collection to be a trophy collection of his access to being alone with children 

and having whatever perverse way he wanted with them.  

I put Keith Ronald Moore ‘s facebook information on many thumbdrives and I gave them to many social 

workers.  Keith’s Photo is an open taunt to me with proof (based on what I know he did to me) of the 

children he’s had access with as though these were pedophile’s trophies of times he  had them all 

gathered on outings alone with Keith.  Keith is also taunting me with at least one naive mamby pamby 

weak willed woman he has been with (1 of whom is very likely a wife of Keith’s by by the name of Amy 

Oacha.)   There is little doubt Keith would gladly prey on weak mamby pamby single mommy women 

(like the only women knows  (his mother & my mother).  

His facebook page content was and maybe still is a disgustingly disturbing littany of exactly what he’s up 

to, especially to anyone whose experienced sexual abuse through gradual grooming by the likes of  Keith 

Ronald Moore. HOW prolonged does this creep, or many more creeps like them, have to go on hurting 

CHILDREN? How Inept and weak do people have to be?  
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Keith Ronald Moore targetted me with pedophile grooming because his parents were criminally 

negligent psychopaths who hated Keith.  Keith was acting out the abuse that was done to him on to me. 

Alice Moore (Keith’s mother was very similar to my mother in gullible deluded blind naive false pride) 

Shew was also some kind of mamby pamby psychopathic hater of her oldest son, disappointed with the 

Keith's biological father of for some kind of shotgun unplanned pregnancy that ended in estrangement. 

Keith once told me while he was grooming me with the pornography magazines he’d find in dumpsters 

outside of bars or convenient stores, and from the fathers of the friends he’d visit [Penthouse, Hustler, 

Playboy] , that he once had a baby sitter, a female babysitter who completely molested him and showed 

him her vagina and everything else and fondled Keith in a lot of sordid ways. 

 I reckon Keith Ronald Moore had multiple abusers and victims. He had no shame propositioning me for 

anal sex. The reptile lizard propositions were shameless. This behavior is disgusting and abhorrent by 

any true moral person’s standard.  Its contrary to Bahai principles.  I cannot work with people who 

disagree with me in this regard. There is horrible Godforsaken a political agenda infiltrating the 

Amercian psychiatry today, (LGBTQ +P(for Pedophile) along with other perverse aspects of society to 

normalize and cover up pedophilia / child sexual abuse. There is no tolerance or compromise in this 

matter with anyone.  Pedophiles must die.  

“Amy Oacha” (his wife in that photograph in Hawaii) (the scrawny little woman and her ghoulish mamby 

mamby little look is reminiscent of my own dingbat mamby pamby mother’s Stockholm syndrome) 

duped for falling  for this ghoulish predator pig pedophile creep.  
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There is an attitude and a dysfunctional insane dynamic of predator and prey family that went on in 

Milwaukie in the Bahai Community that I cannot repeat enough.   THIS  PATHOLOGICAL CRIMINAL 

NEGLIGENCE OF CHILDREN OF THE WORST KIND is 2nd only to OVERT SATANIC RITUAL ABUSE of THE 

LIKES OF JAY PARKER and others in Arden Delaware & CATHY O’BRIEN.    
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There was a diabolical confluence  and RECIPE FOR DISASTER WITH 2  HORRIBLE 

attitudes as the  INGREDIENTS: 

1. PREY: Mindless, clueless, heartless parents’ (the poor, “the deplorables”, “the plebians”, the 

desperate, gullible, naïve, ignorant, the pitiful) and these naïve famililies, “the  such as my 

parents 

WITH THAT  of  

2. PREDATOR:  the Arrogant elitist snobby hubris and sanctimonious fraud piousness 

condescending those to those “objects of pity” 

of Keith’s parents( Dean and Alice) and even among the other outlying yuppies snobs including 

(Erich Reich’s Children and Son-in-Laws & The Toussaint(s) and Blair(s))  that was  equally 

arrogantly mindless and intolerant.  I cannot imagine Erich Reich and his children being non-

complicit in failing to suspect  Alice and Dean Moore’s criminal negligence while being among 

the wealthier Bahai guys at the time.    

CREATES A PREDATOR agreement with PREY that is PURE EVIL.. .!  This  situation is no better than 

overt deliberate child prostitution / child sex trafficking.    

 It was as though my Dad’s narcissistic eternal retarded Lizard brain asshole attitude towards his eldest 6 

year old child (me) was,  always was and always will remain:   

1. Callous indifference to the child’s fragility and convinced the child being sexually abused is 

something that child chooses.   

 

2. A father who does that is pedophile enabling dufus derelict psychopath scumbag for doing that.  

That father is a pimp to his son be prostituted.   That kind of father thinks its normal for helpless 

children to agree to be abused and enticed by pedophiles.   

Dad normalizes it as something I was suppose to experience on my own that gay sex was “wrong”.   

MY FATHER DIDN’T SAY THIS, BUT HIS ATTTITUDE WAS and most likely STILL IS and will Always be too 

his Grave:  

“Little ELDEST Son.  I do NOT owe you anything beyond my 50 hour + workweek of being a 

maintenance painting wage slave tool slapping and breathing toxic latex paint on the walls.  I 

AM barely managing to pay for this roof over your head AND put food on the table.   So little 6 

or 7 year old guy you deserve to get molested by Keith for feeling enticed to go play with such 

child molesting older boy.    You are agreeing to be enticed and I don’t give fuck about “age of 

consent laws” for sex acts you agree with.   Learn things the hard way.  You are on your own. “ 

 This attitude is so absolutely contrary to everything sacred and holy about Bahai principles of raising 

children.  What kind of forgiveness does someone so naïve deserve?    I do not understand why the 

Bahai faith does not seem to allow me to disown this scum asshole of the Universe failure of failure of a 
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dad for treating me like shit when I was the most vulnerable.   And yet the Bahai Administrative order  

was convinced I shouldn’t in 2006.   

In 1978  The stage was sealed and set for this helpless suggestible vulnerable innocent child (me then) to 

start to follow likes of Keith Ronald Moore like a fish to water, as prey from a broken family to predator 

pedophile of a wealthy family.  At first little child me was enticed and pleasantly amused by Keith,  

emulating his stupid toilet fake flatulence woopie cushion sound and other toilet humor of Keith Ronald 

Moore a.k.a. KRAMPUS (d.o.b. 01-04-1967 then age 12) .   

“Okay Keith” was all my indifferent derelict dufus dipshit mentally retarded Dad could say to me when I 

would emulate Keith’s raunchy toilet humor antics.  My dad shirked responsibility, and made lame weak 

futile attempt to shame me and stigmatize me as though I was acting too much like Keith by saying  

“Okay Keith”, in a failed attempt to teach me that following and emulating Keith was wrong.   The 

consequence was to wrongfully blame myself and hate myself because in my underdeveloped child 

mind I would believe that I agreed to be raped. 

Gregory Bateson’s double bind theory: Double Bind scenario :   Pedophile Grooming = Seeing 

perpetrator as protector, and surrounded by extreme denial and extreme stigma for being a child 

victim of sexual abuse and therefore covering up alleging being a victim of child sexual abuse: (I 

didn’t report soon enough and was disbelieved or not taken seriously when I did.) 

 

 https://Wordnik.com/words/doublebind  

 

 double bind – noun – A psychological impasse created when a person perceives that someone in 

a position of power is making contradictory demands, so that no response is appropriate 

 

 double bind – noun –  A situation in which a person must choose between equally unsatisfactory 

alternatives 

 

https://exploringyourmind.com/ 

 “ According to Bateson, a double bind is a communication dilemma that comes from a 

conflict between two or more messages. So it doesn’t matter what you do, because any 

choice you make will be wrong. This is a situation in which communication only causes 

suffering and can even lead to psychological disorders. “    a.k.a “damned if you do / 

damned if you don’t” 

 

1 of the ways that pedophiles entice children is to prey upon their victim’s desire to be protected 

from bullies.  Several incidents encountering playground bullies of older children violently 

harassing me while I was barely 6 or 7 years old was an enticement to seek protection from the 

covert pedophile older boys (Keith Ronald Moore especially and to some extent Matthew Gordon 

Field) that turned out to be deceptive, leading to “grooming”, / stockholm syndrome,  and more 

coverrup of the sexual abuse done to me.   
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Bahai Writings make it very clear fathers need to categorically forbid their children from being molested.     

Whether naively, or deliberately, My Father expected me (a 6 or 7 year old child) to learn to know about 

sexuality  right from wrong.   My father did not care about any “age of consent” laws regarding what 

went on between Keith and I while I was alone with Keith.   My father did not care.  MY father’s attitude 

was such that whatever I agreed to alone with Keith was between me and Keith and it was my fault if 

I got hurt.        My father was a de facto Pimp of his own son and he de facto wanted his own son 

molested.   My father de facto wanted his own son to get butt fucked.  

My father stigmatized me as though it was my choice, as though it was my agreement, and as 

though it was entirely my fault,  when in Fact my Dad is a de fact Pimp of his own Son who wanted me 

raped.    My dad effectively prostituted his own son.  Dad blindly worshipped the charity and hospitality 

of Dean Moore and Alice Moore and the price was me as a child whore boy toy for their gay pedophile 

son of Alice Moore:  Keith Ronald Moore  a.k.a  the eternal #KRAMPUS to commit pedaerastry upon 

me.   

What kind of  man enrolls and becomes a card carrying member of the Bahai Faith with such 

passages as this? 

“We shrink, for very shame, from treating of the subject of boys.” -(Baha'u'llah, The 

Kitab-i-Aqdas, p. 58) 

“134. the subject of boys # 107 

The word translated here as "boys" has, in this context, in the Arabic original, the implication 

of paederasty. Shoghi Effendi has interpreted this reference as a prohibition on all homosexual 

relations. The Bahá'í teachings on sexual morality centre on marriage and the family as the 

bedrock of the whole structure of human society and are designed to protect and strengthen 

that divine institution. Bahá'í law thus restricts permissible sexual intercourse to that between 

a man and the woman to whom he is married. In a letter written on behalf of Shoghi Effendi it 

is stated: (Baha'u'llah, The Kitab-i-Aqdas, p. 223) 

  And treats their children as shitty as I was treated?  

The Bahai Faith categorically prohibits parents like my Father pretending children can raise 

themselves.   My Father’s attitude was the mind of a child who is  a 6 or 7 year old   (who is way too 

young, way too underdeveloped and way too immature to know right from wrong  ) with a child mind 

must learn things through horrible consequences of trial and error.    

My father blindly assumed consequences happening to me were my fault because my father did 

not care if I was hurt.  My Dad’s attitude was as though a child looking for real support from a false male 

role model (the pervert gay pedophile punk)),  that Dad could not be, that it was normal for me to be  

exploited and deceived and discover WHAT HE WAS DOING THE HARD WAY.    
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I never want to see my Father’s face again for that derelect, dufus, dipshit dumbfucking pedophile 

enabling pedocidal attitude.  I am ashamed of myself for having such a retarded tool for a father who I 

did not choose.  Its  very difficult for me to see his good qualities.   

Dad did absolutely nothing to keep me away from Keith.  I looked up to Keith in my child mind like he 

was a great funny guy and my Mamby Pamby Mom lapped  up the enticement I was feeling as though 

she thought it was sweet and cute I found a friend she could dispose and abandon me with, naively 

terribly and horribly assuming I was safe.   

No less complicit were Dean Moore (Krampus’s Step Dad) and Alice Moore (Krampus’s Mother). , but at 

least my mother later in life did some owning up to why trauma based mind control might’ve made her 

so incredibly naïve, gullible and stupid -- that has made perfect sense from what I learned from Cathy 

O’Brien and other Satanic Ritual Abuse Survivors.  No remorse nor genuine belief ever came from my 

father.    

This community of #fakebahais thought nothing of leaving children alone with the likes Krampus.  

My  naive father in 1978 (John Carl Lehman d.o.b. 11-30-1949 And his then equally naïve and stupid 

mamby pamby wife,  my biological mom (Carol Ann Lehman 12-19-1948)  Would sit through Bahai 

meetings like a mindless zombies while children were left to wander into danger.   Many other Bahai 

meetings were like these with children of various super young ages between 5 and well into teenage 

years going off playing hide go seek  alone without adult supervision.   

They were hoodwinked by #fakeBahai 's  at #fakebahais meetings.  They were in total groveling blind 

stupid zombified Stockholm syndrome deference to the great charitable hosts of their household of  

Dean Moore and Alice Moore.    

Dean Moore would be well into his 80's or 90's if he still alive, but most likely he has since deceased.   He 

was the nerdy unathletic, but affluent indifferent step Father of K.R.AM.-PUS  .   

Dean's wife Alice Moore, who is (Keith's biological mother) and  family's house meeting was either 

Grove or Maple cul de sac Milwaukie, Oregon near intersection Railroad Avenue & Lake Road & 

Harmony Road) Lynwood neighborhood near  7-11 store.   

While little old me (only 6 or 7 experiences shocking harassment in public schools and other Bahai 

functions from bullies,  I was enticed towards seeking "protection" from Keith R. MOORE A.K.A. 

KRAMPUS like a fish to water.  They thought nothing of leaving me alone for sleep overs with Keith.  

One of the first red flags ignored by my mother was when Keith Ronald Moore was playing puppetry 

with his penis in his room in front of me where I was alone there with Krampus.  

As the #fakeBahai meeting ended at the Moore’s Household and I was left alone with Keith in Keith’s 

bedroom,   Dear little “loving” 29 year old mom walks in, sees Keith with his Pants down in front of me, 

and closes the door and assumes Keith was innocently changing clothes.   
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As though that obvious red flag incident wasn’t bad enough.  One time before the full 

molestations really started, Mom also thought it was perfectly normal for me to share taking a  bath 

with Keith.  (Around 1978).  Mom would mindlessly assume the Moore family were their great extended 

family.   It was also perfectly normalized from what I discovered where my mom lived with Aunt Betty in 

Mconnelsville Ohio, for Mom to share a bath with Aunt Betty in a little 1 person capacity bath tub to 

“save hot water”.   The depths of the ghoulish lack of boundaries is insanely unknown. I wouldn’t put 

past my mother to have had many experiences being sexually abused when she was a child.  She 

certainly had a lot of tell tale behavior of a Stockholm syndrome mamby pamby bootlicking work slave 

among more domineering and aggressive women such as, Erica Toussaint,  and her weird co-workers at 

Oregon Health Sciences University. 

Around this year in 2020 MY BIOLOGICAL UNCLE Daniel Lehman d.o.b. 02-27-1946 WAS   in DENIAL 

that his YOUNGER BROTHER (MY DAD 11-30-1949) FAILED TO PREVEN T ME FROM BEING SEXUALLY 

ABUSED.     Dan  SAYS to his son (my  44 year old cousin I don’t even know)   “Josh”,  QUOTE    “Stephen  

Cosmos Arthur” is a phony name adopted by  your cousin Karl who lives in a make believe World. It is 

best to ignore him but he lives for vendetta and is squandering his life with hatred.  I have tried reasoning 

with him to no avail.  Just ignore him and let him babble on. He is a fool and a phony.  His real name is 

Carl. " - Daniel Lehman my Uncle 74 to my Cousin I hardly ever met or knew. 1”   JOKE MEME or REAL 

MEME ?   posted by my Uncle Daniel Lehman in his last days discovering how distant and uninvolved his 

own brother was in his own nephew’s life. : 
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Re: PHOTO MEME of a Toddler drinking alcoholic beverages that Uncle Daniel Lehman 74 found 

amusing on his Facebook Timeline.    This is Disgusting criminal negligence if this is ever normalized or 

allowed.  Its Absolutely Disgraceful and disgusting.  It’s a Sad legacy of Derelict, dipshit, dumbfuck, 

heartless piece of shit parasite narcissisT  babyboomer generational Morons.  Its as though such Lost 

insane parents have  no sense of family planning nor real genuine love for their own children.  They 

hate their own children and love to treat them like shit.   

Imagine how much safer the world would be  totally  lampooning, and shaming  the legacy of certain 

lackadaisical stoned, drunk and/or stupid complacent spoiled arrogant babyboomers.   Just imagine how 

those parents treated their own child here back in the 1970's & 1980's saying bullshit about a child 

naively picking up a beer and drinking it.  These pedophile enabling adults might say something like this:   

"It's no big deal. Gotta let em' live and d learn on their own sometime. "   

Imagine REALLY never forgetting and nipping in the bud all implications of parents with such attitudes?  

which, IF LEFT UNCHECKED begets even more disgusting Criminal Negligence going on and on down the 

line to escalating more abhorrent criminal negligence such as allowing that child sleepovers (as was 

done to me) and babysitting sessions with older pedophile grooming kids (as was done to me)?   
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What kind of parent would fail do his part preventing this kind of behavior by  pretending its the child's 

fault, the State's fault, or the other parent's fault?    No one I care to remember or know ever again, but 

unfortunately my own.  

 

HERE ARE PHOTOS ON KRAMPUS’S FACEBOOK PAGE of TIME HE’S SPENT ALONE WITH CHILDREN 

(whose faces are blurred out) ALONG WITH HIS FACE.  Its not rocket science to figure out what’s going 

on to anyone whose ever been abused:  
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STEPHEN BLAIR D.O.B. ~ 12-23-1947  Brother-in-Law of Erica Toussaint,  husband of Ann Blair (sister of 

Erica Toussaint) below, and  member of the Bahai Milwaukie Spiritual Assembly member in 1984 and 

1985  
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https://bahaipdxwitness1984.wordpress.com/2019/01/03/about-the-house-in-milwaukie-

oregon-where-i-was-raped-as-a-6-or-7-year-old-boy-40-years-ago/ 

To Stephen Blair:  

I’ve discovered maybe at least one of homes is  still the property and very likely the residence 

of the brother-in-Law of Erica Toussaint who just turned 71 shortly after This last Winter’s 

Solstice in 2018.    Dear honorable Bahai LSA member of Milwaukie in 1984 who got swindled 

at my expense by my parents (who denied I was molested by Keith) and prospective adoptive 

stepparents (Donald Wind and Linda Wind), along with the family who had moved out of that 

House and tucktailed to Finland in either 1982 or 1983 (Alice and Dean Moore and the then 15 

year old Krampus and Krampus’s younger brother Badi then barely 7)  a year before the Blairs 

arrived from Indiana in (more or less) and right after your Brother & Sister-in-law  (Erica & 

Steve Toussaint) was in Grenada (more ore less) 

.    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xa8ImA_wSKI         Of all fucking places in the entire 

Portland Metropolitan area that your affluent yuppy tech giant career in the 1990’s Tech 

bubble could afford:  That’s where you still own and live?  In the city limits of Milwaukie?  You 

bought and chose that place?   Did your dead father in law (Erich Reich) give you a good deal 

on it or something?   Its sad I didn’t tell you the history of that house before you bought it 

until now.  What’s a confused 12 year old child in 1984 suppose to do whose convinced he was 

responsible for being sexually abused suppose to do?     I’m very sorry about that until 

now.  The cosmic irony of Saturn in Capricorn with a Saturn car and a Scottish flag parked in 

the driveway in a photograph is karma.   It would be absolutely terrible if prospective buyers 
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of that house of yours, trickling down to your child and grandchildren don’t get the 

inheritance of yours as that property plummets and shrinks in value with news that it was 

where an entire gang of halfwits shit on Baha’u’llah’s Administrative order by turning into a 

child abuse enabling gang of sanctimonious abominable mockery of everything sacred and 

holy. 

 

 

 

 


